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POLYGONISATION OF IONIC SINGLE CRYSTALS� A NEW EFFECT OF SWIFT ION BOMBARDMENT�A. Turosy, L. NowikiThe Andrzej Soltan Institute for Nulear StudiesHo»a 69, 00-681 Warsaw, PolandF. Garrido, L. ThoméCentre de Spetrométrie Nuléaire et de Spetrométrie de MasseCNRS-IN2P3, 91405 Orsay Campus, FraneR. FromknehtResearh Center Karlsruhe, INFPPO Box 3640, 75636 Karlsruhe, Germanyand J. DomagaªaInstitute of Physis, Polish Aademy of SienesAl. Lotników 32/46, 02-668 Warsaw, Poland(Reeived July 4, 1998)Isostrutural oxide single rystals of the �uorite struture: stabilized u-bi zironia and UO2 were bombarded at room temperature with 72 MeViodine ions or 340 MeV Xe ions, respetively. The aim of this paper wasthe study of strutural transformations indued by ion bombardment intwo di�erent regimes: at 72 MeV where the radiation damage produtionis strongly in�uened by ollision asades and at higher energies wherethe ionization mehanism prevails. The struture of as-grown and im-planted single rystals was examined using the RBS/hanneling tehniqueand X-ray di�ration analysis. Some of the samples were also investigatedby transmission eletron mirosopy. It was observed that the residualdamage depends strongly on energy loss mehanism, and hene on the ini-dent ion energy. At high inident energies solidi�ation of latent traks inUO2 leads to their polygonisation. Sine the energy of 72 MeV is too lowfor latent trak formation, the resulting damage is omposed of disloationand lusters and is similar to that reated by the ion bombardment at lowenergies. The amount of defets was strongly enhaned by the interationof ionised regions with ollision asades.PACS numbers: 61.16.�d, 61.16.Fk, 61.80.Jh� Presented at the International Conferene �Nulear Physis Close to the Barrier�,Warszawa, Poland, June 30�July 4, 1998.y and the Institute of Eletroni Materials Tehnology, Warsaw, Poland.(1611)



1612 A.Turos et al.1. IntrodutionBombardment of solids with energeti ions is beoming inreasingly im-portant in material engineering. In miroeletroni tehnology it is usedto modify eletrial parameters and mirostruture of surfae layers, or tosynthesize surfae and buried layers. Although the mehanisms of radia-tion damage produed by ion irradiation at energies below 2 MeV are quitewell known, the proesses ourring at higher energies are still extensivelystudied. To the fairly good approximation proesses ourring during thelow energy ion bombardment an be desribed by the model of a linear as-ade resulted from binary ollisions of impinging ions and reoils with targetatoms. On the other hand, swift heavy ions produe along their trajetoryhighly defeted or amorphous regions, alled latent traks. Latent traksare prinipally due to the extremely high ionization density in the wake ofprimary ions.In the present paper, the results of a study of strutural transformationsin ioni single rystals of the �uorite struture bombarded at energies be-low and above the threshold of the latent trak formation are presented.Uranium dioxide UO2 is today's fuel for eletriity prodution, whereas theisomorphi stabilized ubi zironia ( ZrO2 +10 mol% Y23) is onsidered asa promising inert matrix for transmutations of highly ative atinides by inpile neutron irradiation. Both materials are therefore subjeted to the irra-diation with swift �ssion produts. Sine the response of these two materialsto the low energy ion bombardment is almost idential [1-4℄ one an expetthat also at high energies their behavior will be similar.2. Models of latent trak formationIt an be useful to brie�y reall the basi proesses assoiated with theinteration of an energeti ion with atoms and eletrons of the target. Herewe will fous exlusively on the Coulomb interations leaving all nulear pro-esses out of onsideration. In the �rst step, ourring in less than 10�16 s,eletroni exitations and ionization along the trak of the projetile ours.Loal thermalization of the eletroni system is ompleted at about 10�14 s.Energy transfer from eletrons to atoms takes plae prinipally between10�14 and 10�12 s depending on the magnitude of eletron�phonon ou-pling. For intense eletroni exitations indued by an eletroni stoppingpower exeeding a few keV/nm, a ylindrial region around the trak of theion beomes �uid and reahes its maximum diameter of several nm withinsome ps [5℄. In this stage the system has virtually lost the �memory� of itsinitial stage. Upon next 100 ps the surplus energy has been dissipated andthe latent trak is ooled down to ambient temperature. However, after om-pletion of the solidi�ation the �nal stage di�ers from the initial one. Basing



Polygonisation of Ioni Single Crystals: : : 1613on these onsiderations, two models of the onversion of energy transferredto eletrons into atomi motion were developed [6℄:a. Coulomb explosion model fouses on exited eletrons and on proessesby whih their energy dissipates in the lattie, it onsiders reation ofa ylinder of highly ionized matter whih is very unstable due to theeletrostati repulsion,b. thermal spike model deals with the response of ionized atoms whihrapidly gained by the e�ient energy transfer from hot eletrons tolattie atoms; a strong eletron phonon oupling is neessary.3. ExperimentalZironia single rystals of (100) orientation and of 1 mm thikness werepolished on one side to a mirror �nish. They were bombarded with 72 MeVI ions to the �uenes ranging from 5 � 1014 to 5 � 1015 at/m2 at ChalkRiver Laboratory, Canada. Damage aumulation was assessed by Ruther-ford Baksatering Spetrosopy in the hanneling mode (RBS/) using 2MeV 4He ions. Some of the samples were also examined by ross-setionaltransmission eletron mirosopy [7℄.UO2 single rystals 1.5 mm thik were polished with a diamond pasteand subsequently annealed at 1500ÆC in Ar/(8%)H2 in order to remove theremnant damage. The samples were irradiated with 340 MeV Xe ions to the�uene of 1 � 1013 at/m2 at Hahn�Meitner Institute in Berlin, Germany.The virgin and irradiated rystals were analyzed by RBS/ using 3.045 MeV4He ions and high resolution X-ray di�ration (XRD) [8℄.Fig. 1 shows the range distribution, eletroni and displaive energy lossfor 340 MeV Xe ions in UO2 alulated using the Monte Carlo TRIM ode [9℄.TRIM simulations showed that the ion range is 15 �m and the longitudinalrange straggling is 0.86 �m. The magnitude of the eletroni energy lossin the near surfae region is about 35 keV/nm and dereases linearly withinreasing depth. It is 38000 times larger than the ollisional energy loss.For lower energy of impinging ions these values are muh smaller: ion rangeis 6.8 �m, range straggling is 0.4 �m, and the eletroni stopping power atthe surfae is 19 keV/nm.The ranges of primary ions are in all ases beyond the thikness aessiblefor the RBS/ analysis whih is 2.5-4 �m. Also the probing depth of theXRD analysis does not exeed 6 �m. Only by means of ross-setionalTransmission Eletron Mirosopy (TEM) the whole depth of the bombardedregion an be visualized.
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Fig. 1. Range distribution of impinging ions, eletroni and ollisional energy lossfor 340 MeV Xe ions in UO2 alulated using the Monte Carlo SRIM ode.4. ResultsFig. 2 shows RBS/ random and aligned spetra obtained for an UO2single rystal prior and after irradiation with 1x1013Xe/m2 at 340 MeV.The spetra are divided into two parts: high energy part related to thebaksattering from U atoms loated in the 0-700 nm depth region, andthe low energy part where peaks re�eting the resonant sattering by Oatoms are superimposed on a ontinuos bakground due to baksatteringfrom U atoms loated below the �rst region. Aligned spetrum for thevirgin rystal presents a very low normalized minimum yield just behindthe surfae peak indiating high rystalline perfetion of the rystal. Afterirradiation the sample exhibits an important inrease of the surfae peak andstrong enhanement of the basattering yield extending towards the greaterdepth. Moreover, the dehanneling rate remains onstant over the wholeanalyzed depth indiating an uniform onentration of defets. The detaileddisussion of the priniples of the RBS/ analysis an be found in Ref. [10℄.Fig. 3 displays the XRD map in the reiproal spae reorded for thebombarded UO2 rystals. It onsists of the ombination of two sans: the(�-2(�) san, (G220), that is usually applied for the lattie parameter deter-mination, and the 
-san, (G001), revealing the misalignement of grains inthe rystal. The ontours on the map represent the lines of equal intensity ofX-ray di�ration. The two region are depited in Fig. 3: the region labeledsurfae orresponds to the surfae peak in the RBS/ spetrum whereas
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Fig. 2. Random and aligned spetra reorded with 3.045 MeV 4He ions for thevirgin and irradiated UO2 single rystal. Irradiation was performed using 340 MeVXe ions to the �uene 1� 1013 at/m2.

Fig. 3. X-ray di�ration ontour map in the reiproal spae displaying bulk andsurfae regions of an UO2 single rystal irradiated as in Fig. 2.that labeled bulk re�ets the deeper region. Let us fous �rst on the bulkregion. One notes relatively small broadening of the peak in the (G220) dire-tion indiating a spread of rystal lattie parameter whih is typial for ionimplanted rystals. On the other hand, the spreading along the (G001) di-retion is muh larger than that along the perpendiular diretion. This an



1616 A.Turos et al.be attributed to the formation of grains with a small misalignment (� 1Æ)with respet to the prinipal rystallographi diretion of the rystal. Thise�et is alled polygonisation.Fig. 4 shows the RBS/ spetra for zironia single rystals bombardedto di�erent �uenes of 72 MeV I ions. In ontrast to previously disussedresults the dehanneling for all applied �uenes is surprisingly high. Thespetra in Fig. 4 suggest that zironia rystals have su�ered rather extensivemirostrutural hanges like partial amorphisation or polygonisation. Theross-setional TEM mirographs and the mirodi�ration patterns from theirradiated region indiated that it remains epitaxial with the underlying sub-strate. Sine TEM failed to reveal evidene for a strutural transformation,the high magnitude of the RBS/ dehanneling yield is apparently due to ahigh onentration of extended defets and defet lusters.

Fig. 4. Random and aligned spetra reorded with 2 MeV 4He ions for the virginand irradiated zironia single rystal. Irradiation was performed using 72 MeV Iions to di�erent �uenes as indiated in the drawing.5. Disussion and onlusionsThe irradiation with ions of similar mass Xe (131) and I (127) produeddi�erent defet strutures in two isostrutural ompounds UO2 and ubizironia, depending primarily on the energy of impinging ions. Let us on-sider the eletroni stopping power �rst. The ionization energy deposited



Polygonisation of Ioni Single Crystals: : : 1617by 72 MeV I ions amounts to 19 keV/nm at the surfae and dereases to 8keV/nm at the depth of 4 �m. The orresponding values for 340 MeV Xeions are: 34 keV/nm and 32 keV/nm.Reently, it was demonstrated that the threshold for latent trak forma-tion in UO2 ranges between 22 and 29 keV/nm [11℄. Thus, the formation oflatent traks in UO2 upon Xe-ion bombardment is highly probable. Typi-ally, the latent traks remain oherent and eventually beome amorphous.Only in insulators the break up of the ylindrial region into a �string of elas-tially independent pearls� [12℄ was observed [13℄. The other fator to beonerned is the stress imposed on the hot region by its ool surroundings.In the ase of long ylindrial inlusion the stress is no longer hydrostatibut ontains also shear omponents. These onsiderations provide a soundexplanation of the UO2 polygonisation by high energy heavy ions. More-over, suh an e�et was observed at low energies, i.e. by 300 keV Xe-ionbombardment [14℄. It was demonstrated that the large amount of defetsan indue polygonisation only if the implanted atoms are insoluble in theUO2 matrix and form bubbles or inlusions. It is known that these objetintrodue large strain �elds in the implanted region.Regarding the damage prodution in zironia rystals by 72 MeV I-ionbombardment, one notes that the highest ionization energy deposited by 72MeV I ions amounts to 19 keV/nm and is lower than the presumed thresholdof the latent trak formation. On the other hand, eah 72 MeV I ion pro-dues 2 va(anies)/nm at the surfae and 6 va/nm at 4 nm. For 340 MeVXe ions these numbers are 0.8 va/nm and 1.1 va/nm, respetively. In suha ase the damage in the zironia rystals is reated by the interplay of highionization and intensive ollisional displaements. In suh irumstanes thedisplaement threshold an be lowered leading to the large damage onen-tration in zironia rystals.These onsiderations prompt one to ouple the struture of residual dam-age to the latent trat formation. At high enough inident energies the so-lidi�ation of latent traks results usually in formation of amorphous zonesor as in the reported ase, leads to the polygonisation. If the inident energyis too low and ionization energy is below the threshold of the latent trakformation, the resulting damage is similar to that reated by the ion bom-bardment at low energies. However, the amount of defets an be stronglyenhaned by interation of ionization �elds with ollision asades.These onsiderations are valid for the bulk rystal. In the near surfaeregion (about 200 nm thik), where large surfae peaks were observed (f.Figs 2 and 4 ), the ylindrial geometry along the ion trajetory does not holdany longer. Consequently, the eletrial �eld has non-vanishing omponentperpendiular to the surfae leading to the mixing of atoms and enhanedsputtering at the free surfae.
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